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A Universal Strategy of Perovskite Ink - Substrate Interaction
to Overcome the Poor Wettability of a Self-Assembled
Monolayer for Reproducible Perovskite Solar Cells

Ashish Kulkarni,* Ranjini Sarkar, Samah Akel, Maria Häser, Benjamin Klingebiel,
Matthias Wuttig, Simone Wiegand, Sudip Chakraborty,* Michael Saliba,*
and Thomas Kirchartz*

Perovskite solar cells employing [4-(3,6-dimethyl-9H-carbazol-9-yl)butyl]-
phosphonic acid (Me-4PACz) self-assembled monolayer as the hole transport
layer have been reported to demonstrate a high device efficiency. However,
the poor perovskite wetting on Me-4PACz caused by poor perovskite ink
interaction with the underlying Me-4PACz presents significant challenges for
fabricating efficient perovskite devices. A triple co-solvent system comprising
dimethylformamide (DMF), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), and
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) is employed to improve the perovskite ink -
Me-4PACz coated substrate interaction and obtain a uniform perovskite layer.
In comparison to DMF- and DMSO-based inks, the inclusion of NMP shows
considerably higher binding energies of the perovskite ink with Me-4PACz as
revealed by density-functional theory calculations. With the optimized triple
co-solvent ratio, the perovskite devices deliver high power conversion
efficiencies of >20%, 19.5%, and ≈18.5% for active areas of 0.16, 0.72, and
1.08 cm2, respectively. Importantly, this perovskite ink–substrate interaction
approach is universal and helps in obtaining a uniform layer and high
photovoltaic device performance for other perovskite compositions such as
MAPbI3, FA1−xMAxPbI3–yBry, and MA-free FA1−xCsxPbI3–yBry.
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1. Introduction

The interaction between the perovskite
ink and the underlying charge transport
layer (CTL) coated substrate strongly de-
termines 1) the uniformity and crystalliza-
tion of lead halide perovskite thin-films,
2) their charge transport properties,[1–5]

3) radiative and non-radiative recombina-
tion processes,[3,6,7] 4) reproducibility in
the device performance over a large area
and 5) the stability.[8–10] The solvents that
are used for perovskite ink processing,
such as N-N′-dimethyl formamide (DMF)
and dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), are usu-
ally highly polar.[11,12] This enables uniform
perovskite layer deposition on hydrophilic
CTLs such as SnO2, NiOX, and TiO2, achiev-
ing high device efficiencies.[13–18] However,
using the same perovskite ink to obtain a
uniform perovskite film on highly nonpo-
lar and hydrophobic organic hole transport
layers (HTLs) such as poly[bis(4-phenyl)
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(2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)amine] (PTAA) and poly(N,N″-bis-4-
butylphenyl-N,N″-bisphenyl)benzidine (poly-TPD) has so far
been quite challenging.[19–21] The mismatch between the po-
larity leads to high contact angles and severe wetting issues
of perovskite solution on the hydrophobic HTLs and thus
results in poor surface coverage, pinholes, high charge car-
rier recombination, low open-circuit voltage (VOC), and device
performance.[10,22–24] In addition to hydrophobic polymeric
HTLs, recently, carbazole-based self-assembled monolayers
(SAMs) with phosphonic acid anchoring groups such as [2-(9H-
Carbazol-9-yl)ethyl]phosphonic acid (2PACz), [2-(3,6-dimethoxy-
9H-carbazol-9-yl)ethyl]phosphonic acid (MeO-2PACz), and
[4-(3,6-Dimethyl-9H-carbazol-9-yl)butyl]phosphonic acid (Me-
4PACz) have been in the limelight because of their better energy
level alignment with some of the most relevant perovskite
compositions with high device efficiencies.[25–30] In particular,
Me-4PACz-based perovskite solar cells showed one of the high-
est efficiency for p-i-n-type devices both in single junction and
tandem (with silicon) configurations.[30] Moreover, in compar-
ison to other SAMs, the Me-4PACz-based device showed the
lowest density of interface traps (2 × 109 cm−2) measured using
transient surface photovoltage measurements.[31] This finding
implies better extraction of photogenerated charge carriers
and higher VOC when the perovskite layer is interfaced with
Me-4PACz. Nevertheless, there are only a handful of reports
employing Me-4PACz as the HTL in perovskite solar cells[30–35]

in comparison to a larger number of reports using 2PACz and
MeO-2PACz.[25–29,36–39] This can be due to the non-uniform
perovskite layer coverage on Me-4PACz and low experimental
yield.[32,33,35] We hypothesize that this is due to the poor per-
ovskite ink (from DMF:DMSO) interaction with Me-4PACz SAM
which presents challenges in obtaining a uniform perovskite
layer (with full coverage). Previous reports, by Tockhorn et al.,[35]

Datta et al.,[32] Farag et al.,[33] and a very recent report from
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Al-Ashouri et al.,[40] on obtaining a non-uniform layer on Me-
4PACz from a DMF:DMSO based perovskite ink, also supports
our hypothesis. Although engineering of Me-4PACz/perovskite
interface by Al2O3 nanoparticles[34] and deposition of Me-4PACz
by evaporation[33] can help to obtain a uniform perovskite layer,
the beneficial properties of directly interfacing perovskite with
Me-4PACz[31] in the former case and ease of solution process
deposition in the latter case might be compromised. Therefore,
understanding the reason behind the poor perovskite layer
coverage on Me-4PACz and addressing it becomes important.
While reports show the use of different SAMs to improve the
device performance of perovskite solar cells, there remains little
consensus on the fundamental understanding of the perovskite
ink interaction with these SAMs, especially with Me-4PACz,
as the underlying HTL. On closely comparing the molecular
structures of Me-4PACz with PTAA and poly-TPD, as shown in
Figure S1, Supporting Information, one can see the presence
of a methyl (or ─CH3) and a long alkyl chain (C4H8), which
are in general responsible for the nonpolar and hydrophobic
nature.[22,24,41–48] This raises similar concerns about issues re-
lated to the hydrophobicity of Me-4PACz with perovskite inks
(from DMF:DMSO), similar to that of PTAA and poly-TPD, and
can be the reason for the difficulty in obtaining a perovskite layer
on, especially, Me-4PACz SAM.

The use of a Lewis acid - Lewis base adduct approach is one
of the important strategies to obtain a high-quality perovskite
thin film.[49–54] Various combinations of solvents such as DMF
and DMSO,[14] DMF and N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP),[10,55]

and 𝛾-butyrolactone (GBL) and DMSO,[12,56] have been used to
dissolve the perovskite precursor materials. In these solvent sys-
tems, DMSO and NMP act as Lewis bases. Nevertheless, a combi-
nation of DMF:DMSO solvents is widely used as DMSO (Lewis
base) forms a strong intermediate complex with Pb (II) halides
(Lewis acids) owing to its higher donor number compared to
the NMP.[57] Although a high-quality perovskite thin film can be
achieved with a DMSO-based intermediate complex,[58] obtain-
ing a uniform perovskite layer on highly hydrophobic surfaces
presents challenges. Therefore, in addition to the intermediate
complex-to-perovskite phase transition via the Lewis acid - Lewis
base adduct approach, improving the perovskite ink interaction
especially with the underlying HTL (Me-4PACz in the present
study) without compromising the beneficial properties becomes
important to obtain high-quality perovskite solar cells with repro-
ducible performance not only in small area but also in large area
devices.

In this work, by fabricating and comparing the
Cs0.05(FA0.83MA0.17)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 perovskite film forma-
tion on Me-4PACz deposited on different indium tin oxide
(ITO)/glass substrates we propose a mechanism to explain the
challenges associated with obtaining a uniform perovskite layer
and achieve a reproducible device performance. Further, to
solve the aforementioned issue, we employ a triple co-solvent
system composed of DMF, DMSO, and NMP to improve the
perovskite ink - Me-4PACz coated substrate interaction and
obtain a uniform perovskite layer. Owing to the presence of
slightly nonpolar components, the NMP is hypothesized to
interact with Me-4PACz. This has been further verified by den-
sity functional theory (DFT) calculations showing that binding
energies (ΔEb) and molecular interaction between the perovskite
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inks and the Me-4PACz coated ITO substrate play a vital role
in perovskite film formation. In comparison to DMF-perovskite
(ΔEb = −4.3 eV) and DMSO-perovskite (ΔEb = −4.6 eV) ink
systems, the NMP-perovskite ink system shows considerably
higher binding energy (ΔEb = −4.75 eV) with the underlying
Me-4PACz SAM, thereby assisting the formation of a uniform
perovskite layer. In addition to the surface coverage facilitated
by the perovskite ink–substrate interaction strategy, the NMP
co-solvent ratio (in DMF:DMSO:NMP) is found to play a critical
role in determining the device’s performance. Triple cation-
based perovskite devices obtained with an optimal solvent ratio
deliver a champion power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 20%
(area = 0.16 cm2) with negligible hysteresis and high repro-
ducibility. Moreover, the devices demonstrate high stability of
T93 > ≈3600 h.

The poor reproducibility and lack of uniformity of per-
ovskite solar cells make it challenging to obtain high effi-
ciency with large-area devices. To verify this, with the per-
ovskite ink–substrate interaction strategy, we successfully fabri-
cated larger-area perovskite solar cells showing efficiencies up to
19.5% and 18.5% in devices with active areas of 0.72 cm2 and
1.08 cm2, respectively. Furthermore, this strategy also shows
great universality for fabricating other perovskite components,
and devices based on MAPbI3, FA1−xMAxPbI3−yBry , and MA-free
FA1−xCsxPbI3−yBry show champion power conversion efficien-
cies (PCEs) of 19%, 20%, and ≈18% respectively, which are com-
petitive PCEs among the reported PCE prepared in the p-i-n de-
vice structure.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Hydrophobicity of Me-4PACz

By employing Me-4PACz SAM as the HTL in perovskite (with
a bandgap (Eg) of 1.68 eV) solar cells, Al-Ashouri et al. reported
one of the highest efficiencies in single junction and perovskite-
silicon tandem devices.[30] Motivated by these results, we made
attempts to fabricate a single junction perovskite solar cell device
with Me-4PACz as the HTL. As a perovskite layer, we employed
the composition Cs0.05(FA0.83MA0.17)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 with an Eg
of 1.63 eV. However, a uniform perovskite layer is not formed
over the entire Me-4PACz coated substrate which is in line with
very recent reports.[32,33,35,40] The image of the perovskite layer
showing the non-uniform coverage on the ITO/Me-4PACz sub-
strate is shown in Figure S2a, Supporting Information. To un-
derstand this, we measured the water contact angle of the Me-
4PACz/ITO substrate. As can be seen in Figure S2b, Support-
ing Information, Me-4PACz shows a high contact angle of 85°

indicating its hydrophobicity. Non-polar groups such as methyl
(─CH3) and/or long alkyl chain (C4H8) present in Me-4PACz (see
Figure S1, Supporting Information) account for their hydropho-
bic nature. For comparison, the water contact angle on MeO-
2PACz is measured. Because of the presence of a comparatively
less hydrophobic methoxy (─OCH3) group and a short alkyl chain
(C2H4), MeO-2PACz shows less contact angle. Concomitantly, a
uniform perovskite layer is obtained on MeO-2PACz SAM. The
image of the perovskite layer on MeO-2PACz and the water con-
tact angle measurement are shown in Figure S2c and d, Support-
ing Information, respectively. This suggests that methyl (─CH3)

and/or long alkyl chain (C4H8) are responsible for the hydropho-
bic nature of Me-4PACz SAM.

To further understand this, Me-4PACz is deposited on a fully
covered ITO/glass substrate followed by the perovskite layer de-
position. Because of the binding of the phosphonic acid group
with the ITO over the entire substrate[25] and the existence of
𝜋–𝜋 interaction between the adjacent carbazole fragments,[59–62]

a vertical assembly of very thin (≈1 to 2 nm) Me-4PACz SAM
is formed on the ITO surface.[25] As a result of this, the ─CH3
functional group present in Me-4PACz tends to face upward to-
ward the perovskite layer as schematically shown in Figure 1a.
As ─CH3 is non-polar and hydrophobic,[44] initially we hypoth-
esized that this upward facing of the ─CH3 is responsible for a
non-uniform coverage of the perovskite layer. However, and to
our surprise, we obtained a uniform perovskite layer (Figure 1a)
which could be attributed to a very thin (1 or 2 nm) and uniform
vertical assembly of Me-4PACz SAM. On the other hand, when
the same Me-4PACz is deposited on the patterned (or etched)
ITO substrate, the perovskite layer is only formed on the ITO
part (Figure 1b) and not on the glass (without ITO) part of the
substrate, which is in line with the previous report.[33] Consid-
ering the thickness of ITO (≈100 nm) and binding of the phos-
phonic acid group with the ITO,[25] a horizontal self-assembly of
Me-4PACz SAM on the vertical sides of the patterned (or etched)
ITO, as schematically shown in Figure 1b, can be envisaged.
This could result in the formation of a dense monolayer elon-
gated by the long alkyl chain (C4H8) of the Me-4PACz. In addi-
tion to this, on glass, there is a greater tendency for a solvent to
adsorb on the surface more strongly the more polar the solvent
is.[63,64] In the present study and also in previous reports,[27,32,33,40]

ethanol (EtOH), a highly polar solvent, is used to dissolve Me-
4PACz. Therefore, we hypothesize that the more polar the sol-
vent, the greater the heat of adsorption of solvent on the glass
and hence the harder for the phosphonates molecules to dis-
place the adsorbed solvent molecules. This might result in a
non-uniform, random and dense orientation of Me-4PACz on
the glass part of the ITO substrate. Previously, Nie et al.[65] and
Nakamura et al.[66] showed that the use of polar solvents to dis-
solve SAM results in no SAM layer formation on some oxide
surfaces including glass. From this it indicates that the use of
polar solvent might be the reason for poor/no assembly of Me-
4PACz SAM on the glass part of the patterned ITO substrate,
thus leading to the formation of a dense Me-4PACz layer and
thus, no perovskite layer formation. This can cause severe wet-
ting issues with the perovskite ink (in DMF:DMSO) and thus,
cause a poor interaction between the perovskite ink and the Me-
4PACz coated substrate thereby impeding the formation of a uni-
form perovskite layer. To verify this further, we deposited Me-
4PACz on a bare glass substrate (without ITO) followed by the
perovskite layer deposition, and as expected (Figure S3, Support-
ing Information) perovskite layer is not formed. A recent report
by Farag et al.[33] who obtained a uniform perovskite layer on
Me-4PACz SAM deposited by evaporation (without any use of
polar solvent), also supports the present proposed mechanism.
To address this, a triple co-solvent system strategy, schematically
shown in Figure 1c, with varied ratios of DMF:DMSO:NMP =
4:1–x:x (x = 0 to 1) is employed. This significantly improved
the perovskite layer coverage on the Me-4PACz SAM deposited
on a patterned ITO substrate. The image of the perovskite thin
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a) uniform vertical self-assembly of Me-4PACz and perovskite layer formation on fully covered ITO/Me-4PACz sub-
strate, b) horizontal assembly, highly disordered and dense Me-4PACz monolayer and a non-uniform perovskite layer formation on the patterned ITO/Me-
4PACz substrate and c) perovskite ink–substrate interaction strategy by employing triple co-solvent to obtain a uniform perovskite layer on Me-4PACz
coated patterned ITO substrate.

film showing a uniform coverage on Me-4PACz is shown in
Figure 1c.

2.2. Triple Co-Solvent System to Improve the Perovskite
Ink–Me-4PACz Substrate Interaction

2.2.1. Importance of NMP for Improving the Perovskite Coverage on
Me-4PACz

To understand the formation of a uniform perovskite layer on
Me-4PACz SAM, it is important to consider the dipole-related
solid–liquid interaction. In this work, the “solid” refers to the
Me-4PACz coated ITO substrate, and “liquid” refers to the per-
ovskite ink in DMF:DMSO or DMF:DMSO:NMP solvent mix-
tures. NMP has a lower dipole moment compared to DMF and
DMSO (dielectric constants of DMF, DMSO, and NMP are sum-
marized in Table 1)[67,68] which makes it a suitable solvent to im-
prove the wetting behavior on hydrophobic surfaces. In addition
to this, hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB), defined by 20 × (1
− (ML/M)); where ML is the lipophilic part and M is the overall
molecular weight, can also be considered.[69,70] The ability of a
polar molecule to interact with non-polar counterparts is deter-

mined by a low HLB index. Because of the presence of several
non-polar ─CH2 groups, the NMP shows a low HLB index (see
Table 1) when compared to DMF and DMSO.[68] The combina-
tion of a low dipole moment and a low HLB for NMP indicates
its interaction (through the perovskite ink) with the hydrophobic
Me-4PACz and thus a uniform perovskite film.

To understand this further, density functional theory calcu-
lations are performed and the binding energies of the solvent-
perovskite-Me-4PACz HTL adducts are calculated. The triple
cation CsFAMAPbI3–xBrx composition is modeled as the clus-
ter of Cs+PbI2Br−, MA+PbI2Br−, and FA+PbI2Br− ion pairs (for
simplicity, CsFAMAPbI2Br; x = 1 is considered). For the explicit
description of solvent-perovskite-Me-4PACz systems, each of the

Table 1. Permittivity and HLB index of DMSO, DMF, and NMP
solvents.[61–66]

Solvent Permittivity (𝜖r) HLB index

DMSO 47 12.4

DMF 36.7 11.6

NMP 32 8.2
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Figure 2. Molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) plots of a) solvent-perovskite adducts, b) solvent-Me-4PACz adducts, c) solvent-perovskite-Me-4PACz
adducts, and contact angle measurement on Me-4PACz with perovskite ink from d) DMF:DMSO (4:1) and e) DMF:DMSO:NMP (4:0.4:0.6) solvents.

solvents (DMF, DMSO, and NMP) is treated separately, instead of
considering them as solvent mixtures. Figure S4, Supporting In-
formation represents the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP)
plots of the isolated solvent molecules (DMF, DMSO, and NMP),
triple cation perovskite ion pairs, and Me-4PACz systems. These
MEP plots are crucial to predict the fragmental arrangements
within the complex structures or the adducts. The electrophilic
parts of a molecule are placed in the vicinity of the nucleophilic
regions to obtain the most stable complex structures with the
strongest inter-fragment interactions. The red, blue, and green
regions indicate the regions with negative, positive, and zero elec-
trostatic potentials (ESP), respectively. The delocalization of the
positive and negative ESP regions within the perovskite ink and
solvent molecules are more prominent as compared to the HTL
molecule, resulting in higher dipole moments of isolated sol-
vents (4.24D, 4.44D, and 4.17D for DMF, DMSO, and NMP) and
the perovskite cluster (13.12D) compared to Me-4PACz (1.50D).
Notably, the red surface around the oxygen atoms within the MEP
surfaces of the solvents (Figure S4, Supporting Information) in-
dicates that the oxygen atoms are the centers for electrophilic in-
teractions.

We simulated molecular interactions to calculate the bind-
ing energies of solvent molecules independently with per-
ovskite cluster and Me-4PACz and perovskite-Me-4PACz as
a whole. The MEP plots of the optimized molecular struc-

tures of perovskite-solvent, Me-4PACz-solvents, and solvent-
perovskite-Me-4PACz adducts are depicted in Figure 2a–c, re-
spectively, while the calculated binding energies are summarized
in Table S1, Supporting Information. Importantly, two solvent
molecules are considered for each perovskite-solvent adduct, one
solvent molecule is considered for each HTL-solvent adduct, and
two solvent molecules are considered within each perovskite-
Me-4PACz-solvent adduct. Within solvent-Me-4PACz adducts,
the O atoms are surrounded by negative ESP (red) surface, in-
dicating electron density localization at these atoms. On the
other hand, within solvent-perovskite and solvent-perovskite-Me-
4PACz adducts, O atoms indicate positive ESP (blue) regions,
signifying electron density delocalization. These observations
corroborate stronger inter-fragment interactions within solvent-
perovskite and solvent-perovskite-Me-4PACz adducts compared
to the solvent-Me-4PACz adducts. The binding energy (ΔEb) of
NMP-perovskite is calculated to be −2.44 eV, which is more neg-
ative than that between DMSO-perovskite (ΔEb = −2.40 eV) and
DMF-perovskite (ΔEb = −2.22 eV). This indicates that the NMP
interacts strongly with the overall perovskite cluster and is in
good agreement with previous reports.[10,55] The Me-4PACz SAM
is found to interact with all the solvent molecules through the
formation of a hydrogen bond. However, in comparison to the
DMF-Me-4PACz and DMSO-Me-4PACz, the binding energy is
found to be more negative for NMP-Me-4PACz (see Table S1,
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Supporting Information) indicating a higher affinity of the
NMP solvent toward Me-4PACz SAM. The optimized molecu-
lar geometries of NMP-perovskite-Me-4PACz (Figure 2c) show
higher binding energy than DMSO-perovskite-Me-4PACz and
DMF-perovskite-Me-4PACz. This trend can be correlated with
the experimental observation that the NMP co-solvent interacts
with Me-4PACz SAM, especially on the glass part of the pat-
terned ITO substrate, and improves the perovskite layer cover-
age. To further confirm this conclusion, we performed contact
angle measurements of Me-4PACz by using perovskite ink in
DMF:DMSO and DMF:DMSO:NMP. The lower contact angle
in DMF:DMSO:NMP case (Figure 2e) compared to the case of
DMF:DMSO (Figure 2d) suffices improved interaction of NMP-
based perovskite ink with Me-4PACz and the formation of a uni-
form perovskite layer on Me-4PACz.

2.2.2. Thin Film Properties

Perovskite thin films are prepared on Me-4PACz coated substrate
by spin coating the solution in different DMF:DMSO:NMP (4:1–
x:x) solvent ratios followed by antisolvent dripping and annealing
(at 100 °C for 30 min), see Supporting Information for more de-
tails. With increasing the amount of NMP in DMF:DMSO:NMP
solvent ratio, the perovskite layer coverage on Me-4PACz im-
proved significantly. The photographic images of perovskite thin
films and their respective contact angle are shown in Figure S5,
Supporting Information. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) data of per-
ovskite thin films obtained from different solvent ratios show
the characteristic perovskite peak at 2𝜃 = 14° as shown in
Figure 3a.[14,25] From 4:1 (without NMP) to 4:0.4:0.6 solvent ra-
tios, the XRD pattern of perovskite films shows an additional
peak at 2𝜃 = 12° corresponding to residual PbI2, as previously re-
ported for triple cation perovskites.[25] Upon further increase in
the NMP solvent ratio (4:0.2:0.8 and 4:0:1 (without DMSO)), the
residual PbI2 peak disappears (Figure 3a,b), and a new peak at
2𝜃 = 8° appears which corresponds to NMP–PbI2 crystalline sol-
vent intermediate complex.[71,72] The DMSO and NMP are Lewis
bases and are known to form a crystalline intermediate com-
plex with PbI2 (Lewis acid) by intercalating into the [PbI6] oc-
tahedral layers.[71,73,74] Among DMSO and NMP, DMSO shows
a higher tendency to interact with PbI2 and form an intermedi-
ate complex owing to its higher donor number (29.8) than NMP
(27.3).[57] Therefore, the formation of the DMSO–PbI2 interme-
diate complex is favored in the perovskite film obtained from
4:1 (without NMP) to 4:0.4:0.6 solvent ratios. It is important to
note that the solvent (DMSO or NMP) is forming an intermedi-
ate complex with the residual PbI2 which is different from the
solvent (DMSO or NMP)-PbI2-AI (A = FA+ or MA+) interme-
diate complexes. During the perovskite crystallization (anneal-
ing step), the solvent DMSO evaporates resulting in the appear-
ance of a residual PbI2 peak (Figure 3a). On the other hand, in
the case of 4:0.2:0.8 and 4:0:1 (without DMSO) solvent ratios,
the amount of DMSO is less/absent, and therefore, the NMP
Lewis base dominates. This results in the formation of an NMP–
PbI2 intermediate complex. As NMP has a higher boiling point
(202 °C) than DMSO (189 °C),[74] the NMP–PbI2 intermediate
complex is not completely eliminated at the perovskite crystal-
lization temperature (100 °C for 30 min)[75] and it, therefore,

remains in the completely crystallized perovskite thin film. We
intentionally annealed the perovskite film (obtained from 4:0:1)
for 1 h and recorded the XRD diffractogram. As can be seen in
Figure S6, Supporting Information, the XRD peak intensity of the
NMP–PbI2 intermediate complex decreased when the perovskite
film is annealed for 1 h compared to the peak intensity of a per-
ovskite film annealed for 30 min. A concomitant enhancement in
the perovskite peak intensity and appearance of the PbI2 peak is
also observed. Although longer annealing times can help to elim-
inate the NMP–PbI2 intermediate complex and retain the resid-
ual PbI2, it can also lead to the elimination of MA+/FA+ cations
from the perovskite structure and the formation of defect/trap
centers[75–78] and can be detrimental to the device performance.
On the other hand, because of the weak van der Waals interac-
tion between PbI2 and NMP and the strong ionic interaction be-
tween PbI2 and A-site cations,[58,79–81] the NMP molecules inter-
calated in PbI2 can be easily eliminated/replaced with strategies
such as surface treatment of the perovskite with small or bulky or-
ganic ligands.[15,58,82,83] The XRD results collectively suggest that
with an optimal amount of NMP co-solvent a high-quality per-
ovskite thin film can be obtained without any changes in the crys-
tal structure compared to the perovskite layer obtained from the
blends of traditional DMF:DMSO solvent mixture. On increas-
ing the amount of NMP, the NMP–PbI2 intermediate complex is
formed which remains in the perovskite film and can be detri-
mental to the device’s performance. Scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) micrograph images, as shown in Figure 3c,d, of per-
ovskite films obtained from DMF:DMSO and DMF:DMSO:NMP
(optimized ratio = 4:0.4:0.6) show no significant difference in
the perovskite surface morphology. According to previous re-
ports, the use of NMP co-solvent (e.g., in DMF:NMP) reduces the
perovskite grain size via NMP–PbI2 intermediate-to-perovskite
phase transition.[55,68] On the contrary, the similar perovskite
grain size obtained from DMF:DMSO and DMF:DMSO:NMP
(4:0.4:0.6) indicates that the perovskite is crystallized via the
DMSO–PbI2 intermediate complex route which is in line with
the XRD results (no NMP-PbI2 peak). This further indicates that
the NMP is playing the sole role in enhancing the perovskite
layer coverage on the hydrophobic Me-4PACz SAM. With an
increase in the amount of NMP (in 4:0.2:0.8 and 4:0:1 (with-
out DMSO) solvent ratios), a difference in the visual appear-
ance of the perovskite film is observed (images are shown in
Figure S5, Supporting Information) indicating a non-uniform
morphology. The SEM micrograph of perovskite films obtained
from higher NMP co-solvent ratios (Figure S7, Supporting In-
formation) shows small grains with pinholes and a non-uniform
morphology. In addition to this, small bright dots are observed
on the perovskite surface (Figure S7, Supporting Information)
obtained from a higher concentration of NMP which can be
assigned to NMP–PbI2 crystalline intermediate complexes that
are observed in the XRD pattern. True noncontact atomic force
microscope (AFM) measurements (Figure S8, Supporting Infor-
mation) substantiate low root mean square (RMS) roughnesses
of 25 and 30 nm for perovskite film obtained from 4:0:0.4:0.6
and 4:0:1 (without DMSO) solvent ratio respectively and corrob-
orates the top surface SEM morphology seen in Figure 3c and
Figure S7b, Supporting Information. We further performed dy-
namic light scattering (DLS) experiments of DMF:DMSO (4:1),
and DMF:DMSO:NMP (4:0.4:0.6) based precursor solutions. As
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shown in Figure S9, Supporting Information, the colloidal sizes
in two different perovskite solutions are very small and simi-
lar without any significant change. The perovskite nucleation
and growth process are considerably affected by the colloidal
distribution within the perovskite solution.[84] Similar colloidal
radii (Figure S9, Supporting Information) in DMF:DMSO and
DMF:DMSO:NMP indicate that the perovskite crystallized simi-
larly and corroborates the XRD and top surface SEM morphology.

To further understand the surface properties, high-resolution
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements on the
surface of the perovskite layer are carried out. C1s and N1s
core-level spectra of perovskite films obtained from 4:0.4:0.6
(Figure 3e), 4:0.2:0.8 (Figure 3f) and 4:0:1 (Figure 3g) solvent ra-
tios show chemical changes that occurred in the perovskite layer
upon changes in the solvent ratio. In the XPS spectra of all three
samples, the co-existence of FA and MA components can be dis-
tinguished from each other by the C1s and N1s spectra. In the
C1s spectra, the FA and MA components have specific peaks at
≈289 and ≈287 eV respectively. In the N1s spectra, the FA and
MA peaks are located at ≈400.8 and ≈402.5 eV, respectively.[85]

With increasing the NMP ratio, the peak intensity of MA (in C
1s and N 1s) is reduced while we observe no significant change
in the peak intensity of FA. This indicates a loss of MA+ cations
with an increase in the NMP co-solvent ratio and changes in the
overall perovskite composition. Previously, Lee et al. reported that
the MA+ cation (in MAPbI3) has a stronger tendency to inter-
act with DMSO and form a stable intermediate MAI-PbI2-DMSO
complex whereas NMP does not form a stable intermediate com-
plex with MAI and PbI2.[55] This indicates that when the amount
of NMP increases (in 4:0.2:0.8 and 4:0:1 solvent ratios), the ten-
dency to form a stable intermediate complex with MA+ cation
becomes less strong which might lead to evaporation of volatile
MA+ cations. This would explain the reduction in the MA peak
intensity in the XPS spectra. Therefore, an optimal amount of
triple co-solvent ratio (4:0.4:0.6) is vital to obtain a uniform per-
ovskite film on hydrophobic Me-4PACz without any changes in
the perovskite composition.

2.2.3. Device Performance

After the perovskite layer deposition on the Me-4PACz SAM,
C60 fullerene and bathocupronine are evaporated as an electron
transport layer and a buffer layer, respectively, and the device is
completed with silver (Ag) electrode evaporation. All details of
the device fabrication are given in the Supporting Information
and the cross-section SEM of the perovskite device showing all
device stack layers is shown in Figure S10, Supporting Informa-
tion. The JV curves of the best-performing devices are shown in
Figure 4a and the photovoltaic device parameters are tabulated in
Table S2, Supporting Information. It is important to note that the
perovskite devices obtained from the DMF:DMSO solvent sys-
tem (without NMP) are all short-circuited mainly because of in-
complete perovskite layer coverage (Figure 1b) on the Me-4PACz
SAM. With a change in solvent composition and an increase in
the concentration of NMP, the photovoltaic device performance
improved (Figure S5, Supporting Information) alongside the per-
ovskite layer coverage on Me-4PACz SAM. With a short-circuit
current density (JSC) of 21.74 mA cm−2, a VOC of 1.15 V, and a fill

factor (FF) of 80.73% and negligible hysteresis in the device JV
curve compared to that of the other triple co-solvent ratio-based
devices, the device obtained from the optimized triple co-solvent
ratio of 4:0.4:0.6 demonstrated a champion efficiency of 20.18%.
We note that the obtained efficiency is one of the highest for pho-
tovoltaic devices employing Me-4PACz HTL and a triple cation
perovskite (with an Eg = 1.63 eV). The improved efficiency is at-
tributed to the formation of a uniform high-quality perovskite
layer on Me-4PACz SAM and reduced interfacial traps at the
perovskite/Me-4PACz interface.[31] Figure S11, Supporting In-
formation depicts the stabilized output under maximum power
point tracking (MPP) reaching 19.6% (at 980 mV) which is in
good agreement with the JV scan. The integrated photocurrent
density calculated from the external quantum efficiency (EQE)
spectrum (Figure 4b) agrees well with the JSC value measured
from the JV curve. On the other hand, with an increase in the
concentration of NMP in the triple solvent ratio, as expected, the
photovoltaic device performance decreased. The JV curves and
box plot of device parameters of devices obtained from higher
concentrations of NMP are shown in Figures S12 and S13, Sup-
porting Information respectively. Although with increasing the
NMP ratio, the VOC and FF are slightly reduced, we attribute the
main reason for the reduced photovoltaic performance to the re-
duction in JSC as shown in Figure S12, Supporting Information.
As discussed above, the formation and presence of NMP–PbI2
crystalline intermediate complex in the perovskite film (XRD),
pinholes, non-uniform perovskite morphology (SEM and AFM),
and loss of MA+ cations (XPS) from the perovskite structure ac-
counts for the low perovskite solar cell efficiency.

To verify the reproducibility of the device performance with a
triple co-solvent system, 18 devices (for NMP with a ratio of 0.2
and 0.4) and more than 75 devices for best optimized triple co-
solvent ratio were fabricated using the device procedure outlined
in Supporting Information. The distribution of photovoltaic pa-
rameters under reverse scan is summarized in Figure S14a–d,
Supporting Information. The box in the statistical data contains
50% of the data points, the antenna shows the minimum and
maximum values, the point is the mean value, and the bar gives
the median. The average performance improved from 7.1 ± 5%
(best value = 12.05%) for 0.2 NMP ratio to ≈19.5 ± 0.7% (best
value = 20.2%) for 0.6 NMP ratio with a narrow distribution
range, where the enhancement is due to improved perovskite
layer coverage and a concomitant improvement in JSC, VOC, and
FF. This implies that with an optimal triple co-solvent system, we
obtain highly reproducible perovskite solar cells with increased
efficiencies. In addition to the role of NMP in improving the per-
ovskite layer coverage on the Me-4PACz HTL, it becomes perti-
nent to verify whether the amount of NMP in the optimized triple
co-solvents system is helping to improve the device performance.
To verify this, we fabricated devices by depositing the perovskite
layer on the MeO-2PACz HTL from blends of DMF:DMSO (with-
out NMP) and the optimized DMF:DMSO:NMP (4:0.4:0.6) sol-
vent ratio. As illustrated in Figure S15, Supporting Information,
the best-performing device JV curves and box plot distribution of
device parameters showed a PCE of 21% and an average PCE of
19%, respectively, without significant differences. This indicates
that the NMP present in the optimized triple co-solvent system
plays the sole role in improving the interaction of the perovskite
ink with the underlying Me-4PACz coated substrate and the
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Figure 4. a) Best-performing JV curves of solar cells with different ratios of the DMF:DMSO:NMP co-solvent mixture measured under one Sun with
forward and backward scan, b) EQE spectrum of best-performing device, and JV curves and of large area device with c) 0.72 cm2 active area and
d) 1.08 cm2 active area. The inset shows the photographic image of our large area (1.08 cm2) device. The power output under maximum power point
tracking for e) 0.72 cm2 active area device with a stabilized power output of 19.5% (at 960 mV) and f) 1.08 cm2 active area device with a stabilized power
output of 18.4% (at 910 mV). The voltage scan rate for all scans was 10 mV s−1 and no device preconditioning, such as forward voltage bias applied for
a long time or light soaking, was applied before starting the measurement.

perovskite layer coverage on the Me-4PACz HTL without com-
promising the device performance.

The poor performance reproducibility and lack of uniformity
of the perovskite layer on hydrophobic HTLs make it challeng-
ing to obtain high efficiencies with larger area devices.[55,68]

Reproducible high efficiencies for a device with a cell area of
0.16 cm2 motivated us to explore larger areas and we fabricated
cells with 0.72 cm2 and 1.08 cm2 active area using our optimized
perovskite ink - substrate interaction strategy, see Figure 4c,d for
the JV curves. The inset of Figure 4d shows the image of our
large area (A = 1.08 cm2) perovskite device fabricated with our
perovskite ink–substrate interaction strategy. The devices showed
excellent performance with a PCE of 19.2 ± 0.3% (best value =
19.5%) and 17.7 ± 0.8% (best value = 18.5%) for 0.72 cm2 and

1.08 cm2 active area, respectively. Figure 4e,f depicts the stabi-
lized power output under maximum power point tracking reach-
ing 19.5% (at 960 mV) and 18.05% (at 910 mV) for 0.72 cm2

and 1.08 cm2 active area devices, respectively, which are in good
agreement with the JV scans. The device parameters of the best-
performing device JV curves are tabulated in Table S2, Support-
ing Information, and the box plot of device parameters showing
high reproducibility is shown in Figure S16, Supporting Infor-
mation. For both 0.72 cm2 and 1.08 cm2 cases, the cells showed
negligible hysteresis in the JV curves as shown in Figures S17a
and b, Supporting Information, respectively. Compared to the
small cell area (0.16 cm2), only a ≈4% and ≈9% decrease in the
PCE is observed in the 0.72 cm2 and 1.08 cm2 device active area
respectively, implying the importance of perovskite ink–substrate
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Figure 5. a) The open circuit voltage VOC measured under 1 Sun for perovskite solar cells obtained from different solvent ratios of DMF:DMSO:NMP
(4:0:1, 4:0.2:0.8, 4:0.6:0.4, and 4:0.4:0.6). b) tr-PL decays of perovskite thin films of different solvent ratios of DMF:DMSO:NMP (4:0:1, 4:0.2:0.8, 4:0.6:0.4,
and 4:0.4:0.6) measured with a laser frequency of 25 kHz using 2OD filter. The background-corrected decay data was fitted for each sample using a
rational function (solid lines). c) Differential decay times evaluated from the fitted tr-PL data as a function of Fermi-level splitting of all films of different
solvent ratios measured with different laser frequencies and OD filters (25 kHz with 2OD, 50 kHz with 1OD, and 100 kHz with 0OD). d) The average
VOC represented by spheres for the four different solvent ratio devices in panel (a) versus the differential decay time at ΔEF = 1.15 V. The error bars
represent the standard deviation from the average VOC. The device with the solvent ratio of 4:0.4:0.6 shows a higher VOC and the film with this ratio
shows the longer the tr-PL decay and the higher the differential decay time.

interaction strategy in obtaining a uniform perovskite film on hy-
drophobic Me-4PACz SAM.

2.2.4. Transient Photoluminescence

As discussed above, the perovskite devices obtained from differ-
ent solvent ratios show different VOC, and the solar cells with the
optimized solvent ratio of 4:0.4:0.6 show the best VOC values as
illustrated in Figure 5a. These differences in VOC refer to differ-
ent recombination losses in the perovskite solar cells, and this
should be reflected in the transient photoluminescence (tr-PL)
decays.[86] To verify this in our samples, perovskite thin films of
the four solvent ratios (DMF:DMSO:NMP= 4:1–x:x (0.4> x> 1))
were measured using the time-correlated single photon count-
ing technique. Each film was measured under three different
laser fluences (814.87, 80.98, and 7.97 nJ cm−2). The background-
corrected tr-PL decays were fitted using a rational function. We
see the tr-PL decays with their fits versus time in Figure 5b for
the four films of different solvent ratios under the lowest laser
fluence (25 kHz using a 2OD filter). At a certain laser fluence, the
four films show different tr-PL decays and the film with the ratio
of 4:0.4:0.6 shows the longest decay (the tr-PL decays of the four
films under the other laser fluences can be found in Figure S18,

Supporting Information). As the PL decay scales exponentially
with Fermi-level splitting (exp[ΔEF/kT]),[87] in Figure 5c we plot
the differential decay time versus the Fermi-level splitting for the
different solvent ratios under the different laser fluences. To ob-
tain a decay time, the logarithms of the fits of the background-
corrected decays were taken. These were then numerically differ-
entiated to obtain a differential decay time according to

𝜏diff (t) = −2
(

dln (𝜙 (t))
dt

)−1

(1)

where ϕ(t) is the PL decay over time. The Fermi-level splitting
ΔEF is calculated according to

ΔEF = ΔEF (t = 0) + kTln
(

𝜙 (t)
𝜙 (t = 0)

)
(2)

As can be seen from Figure 5c, the differential decay time
is changing continuously with Fermi-level splitting for all the
measured films, and the sample with the optimized solvent ra-
tio of 4:0.4:0.6 exhibits higher differential decay times compared
to the other films. At lower Fermi-level splitting with the low-
est laser fluence, the differential decay time goes to more than
10 μs for this ratio. In Figure 5d, we plot the average VOC of the
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measurements shown in Figure 5a for each of the different ratio
devices versus the differential decay time at a constant Fermi-
level splitting of 1.15 V. The deviation from the average VOC is
also calculated and represented by the error bars for the four sol-
vent ratio samples. At this constant Fermi-level splitting, the film
with the solvent ratio of 4:0.4:0.6 shows the highest differential
decay time of 5.95 μs and the highest average VOC. The differen-
tial decay time at this constant Fermi-level splitting for the other
ratios is 3.85 μs for 4:0.6:0.4 ratio, 2.26 μs for 4:0.2:0.8 ratio, and
1.53 μs for 4:0:1 ratio. The average VOC values are Consistent with
their corresponding differential decay time for all film ratios ex-
cept for the sample with the ratio of 4:0.6:0.4 as it shows a wide
variation of the measured VOC.

2.2.5. The Universality of the Triple Co-Solvent System

Until recently, different perovskite compositions have been used
by the community to study the photovoltaic performance, and
therefore a universal method is of paramount significance for
the development of the perovskite layer on the hydrophobic Me-
4PACz SAM as HTL. Therefore, we use different perovskite
compositions to check the universality of our perovskite ink–
substrate interaction strategy. These different perovskite compo-
sitions have been widely studied because of their high device
performance and the application potential in silicon-perovskite
and perovskite-perovskite tandem cells, semi-transparent pho-
tovoltaics, and indoor photovoltaics.[88–93] Figure 6 shows the
JV curves of devices employing MAPbI3, FA1−xMAxPbI3−yBry ,
and MA-free FA1−xCsxPbI3−yBry perovskites obtained by im-
proving the perovskite ink–substrate interaction on Me-4PACz
SAM. The inset figure shows the photographic images of per-
ovskite films obtained from DMF:DMSO and DMF:DMSO:NMP
triple co-solvent system. Because of the incomplete perovskite
layer formation with DMF:DMSO, the device performance is
recorded only for the DMF:DMSO:NMP case. The device with
MAPbI3 showed 18 ± 1% (best value = 19%) (Figure 6a) with
slight hysteresis (Figure S20a, Supporting Information) in the
JV curve, while devices employing FA1−xMAxPbI3−yBry and
FA1−xCsxPbI3−yBry showed a hysteresis-free PCE of 19.5 ± 1.5%
(best value = 21%) (Figure 6b) and 16 ± 2% (best value = 18%)
(Figure 6c) respectively. The JV curves of FA1−xMAxPbI3−yBry
and FA1−xCsxPbI3−yBry perovskite device showing no hysteresis
are shown in Figure S20b and c, Supporting Information, respec-
tively. Figures S21–S23, Supporting Information show the box
plots of the device parameters of MAPbI3, FA1−xMAxPbI3−yBry,
and FA1−xCsxPbI3−yBry respectively. This highlights that a uni-
form perovskite layer of different compositions can be obtained
with the perovskite ink–substrate interaction strategy. In addi-
tion to this, efforts were carried out to fabricate all-inorganic
CsPbI2Br devices by adding NMP as a co-solvent. However,
a high-temperature annealing step (180 °C) for inorganic per-
ovskite crystallization[92] might not be suitable for underlying
Me-4PACz SAM as all the devices were short-circuited. Never-
theless, we obtained uniform all-inorganic CsPbI2Br perovskite
thin films with the addition of NMP on Me-4PACz HTL. The im-
ages of inorganic perovskite thin films without and with the NMP
co-solvent strategy are shown in Figure S24, Supporting Infor-
mation. Besides various perovskite compositions, the perovskite
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Figure 6. JV curves of a) MAPbI3, b) FA1−xMAxPbI3−yBry , and c)
FA1−xCsxPbI3−yBry obtained from perovskite ink–substrate interaction
strategy on Me-4PACz SAM as HTL. The inset figure shows a photo-
graphic image of perovskite thin films obtained from DMF:DMSO and
DMF:DMSO:NMP showing a uniform coverage in the latter case.

ink–substrate interaction strategy can also be applied to obtain a
uniform perovskite layer on various hydrophobic HTLs, for in-
stance, we obtained a uniform perovskite layer on widely used
hydrophobic PTAA.[94]

These results evidence that a high-quality thin film of differ-
ent perovskite compositions can be obtained on hydrophobic Me-
4PACz by our perovskite ink–substrate interaction strategy, high-
lighting its universality.
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Last, we studied the long-term stability of triple cation per-
ovskite solar cells from the triple co-solvent-based perovskite ink.
Five unencapsulated devices of either type were fabricated and
their long-term stability was tracked by periodically measuring
the JV curves over time under one sun illumination intensity. The
normalized PCEs as a function of storage time are summarized
and shown in Figure S25, Supporting Information. After around
3,600 h. of storage, the device retained 93% of the maximum de-
vice efficiency. Perovskite ink interaction with Me-4PACz coated
substrate obtained from the blends of DMF:DMSO:NMP signif-
icantly aids not only in overcoming the hydrophobicity of Me-
4PACz SAM but also in producing high-quality perovskite device
with reproducible augmented efficiency and stability.

3. Conclusion

To summarize, we showed a perovskite ink–substrate interaction
strategy comprising DMF:DMSO:NMP to obtain a uniform per-
ovskite layer on a hydrophobic Me-4PACz SAM. Owing to its
slightly non-polar nature, the NMP improved the binding of the
perovskite ink with the Me-4PACz SAM, as elucidated by the
binding energy calculations and contact angle measurements.
In addition to this, it was found that the NMP co-solvent ratio
(in DMF:DMSO:NMP) played a significant role in determining
perovskite device performance. The optimized triple solvent ra-
tio enabled high device efficiencies not only in a small area (0.16
cm2) but also in devices with a large area (0.72 cm2 and 1.08
cm2) with high reproducibility. Moreover, importantly, a uniform
perovskite layer on Me-4PACz and high device efficiencies for
MAPbI3, FA1−xMAxPbI3−yBry, and MA-free FA1−xCsxPbI3−yBry
cells was also achieved by this method, implying its universality.
Hence, the problem of poor perovskite ink wetting on hydropho-
bic Me-4PACz can be well solved by our triple co-solvent system
strategy. We believe that this perovskite ink–substrate interaction
strategy can also be employed to obtain a uniform perovskite layer
on other hydrophobic SAM and polymer HTLs.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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